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Collect of nectar by bumblebees: How physics of fluid
demonstrates the prominent role of tongue’s morphol-
ogy

Amandine Lechantre,a Denis Michez,b and Pascal Damman∗a

Bumblebees and some other tiny animals feed from nectar by visiting flowers in their neighbor-
hood. Some bees species appear to be highly specialized, their tongue being adapted to specific
flowers. Bombus terrestris in contrast is able to feed on a wide variety of flowers and can thus
be considered as a kind of universal nectar catcher. Since plant nectars show highly variable
sugar content, Bombus terrestris have developed a capture mechanism that works for almost any
fluid viscosity. Their tongues are decorated with very elongated papillae forming a hairy coating
surrounding a rod-like main stalk. When settled on a flower, Bombus rapidly dip their tongue in
the inflorescence to catch the highly sought-after nectar. To determine the physical mechanism
at the origin of this outstanding ability, the capture dynamics was followed from videos recorded
during viscous fluids ingestion. Surprisingly, the volume per lap and the lapping frequency are
independent of the fluid viscosity over three orders of magnitude. To explain this observation,
we designed a physical model of viscous dipping with structured rods. Predictions of the model
compared to observations for bees showed that the nectar is not captured with the help of vis-
cous drag, as proposed in the Landau-Levich-Derjaguin model, but thanks to the hairy structure
that traps viscous fluid, capillary forces drastically limiting the drainage. Our approach can be
transposed to others nectar foragers such as bats and hummingbirds.

1 Introduction
During evolution, various and sometimes surprising methods
have been developed by animals to ingest liquids. A compendium
of drinking strategies encountered in animal realm is compiled
in the review of Kim and Bush1. They emphasize that animals
adapt their method to their size and the properties of the fluid
to be ingested. Gravity, viscous, capillary, and inertial forces thus
balance to determine the rate and volume of captured fluid. For
most insects and other tiny animals, beyond the action of mus-
cles, capillary and viscous forces are dominant. Interestingly, vis-
cous forces both facilitate fluid capture (e.g., drag in viscous dip-
ping) or hinder it (e.g., dissipation in capillary filling of tubes).
While viscosity of water is relatively low, plant secretion like nec-
tar can show high viscosity challenging the food intake strategy
of the floral visitors (e.g., bees visit flowers producing nectar from
0.001 to 0.5 Pa.s)2–4. In addition, the viscosity of plant secre-
tions can exhibit large variations during the same day, depend-
ing on weather conditions. The collect of nectar can be seen as
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a simple energy supply taking advantage of the high sugar frac-
tion contained in these plant secretions. Its optimization should
maximise the energy-intake rate Ė defined by the product of the
energy content per unit mass of the sugar, ε, the density ρ of the
nectar, the volumetric fraction of sugar in nectar C and the volu-
metric flow rate Q through the relation Ė = ερCQ.5 While ε and ρ

can be considered as constants (small variations related to chemi-
cal composition and concentration can however be observed even
within the same flower species), C and Q strongly depend on the
viscosity of the nectar. This viscosity exponentially increases with
the sugar concentration at a given temperature and also depends
on the exact composition of the nectar (the ratio of the different
types of sugar contained in the nectar but also the presence of
various compounds such as amino acids or enzymes)3. To op-
timize Ė, animals should then both maximize the sugar content
C and the flow rate Q. The sugar content C is determined by
the type of visited flowers, a tremendously relevant parameter
but completely fixed by the characteristics of the foraging area.
From the physical point of view, the only adjustable parameter is
Q. This important parameter could be adapted through both the
shape and the kinematics of the tongue. Careful analysis of these
relationships could ultimately give a strong support to the idea
that evolution has selected the species optimizing the capture of
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nectar in a given region and/or a given group of plants.
Kim et al. propose two main mechanisms to describe the cap-

ture of nectar by various animals, including bees, hummingbirds,
butterflies, bats. The first one is related to suction through the
action of capillary forces or muscles, the second one being based
on viscous dipping1,6. To theoretically estimate the evolution of
ingestion rates with nectar viscosities, they proposed a reason-
able hypothesis: the animals capture the fluid with a constant
power. This assumption yields scaling laws for the flow rates (i.e.,
Q ∝ η−1/2 for suction and Q ∝ η−1/6 for viscous dipping, η being
the nectar viscosity), that qualitatively fit the compiled experi-
mental data found in the literature6. It should be noted however
that the leading hypothesis of constant retraction power is not
supported by any experimental observations in the literature. Last
but not least, they assimilated animals’ tongues to simple tubes or
smooth rods, the micro-structures such as hairy papillae, that dec-
orate the tongues of bees and bats, being discarded. More recent
works suggest however that the capture of nectar depends on the
morphology and the dynamic of the tongue. Yan et al. proposed
a mechanism of capture based on a very complex coordinated dy-
namics between the back and forth movement of the tongue in
the fluid coupled to the erection of the hairy papillae coating the
tongue7–12. In summary, while several works in the literature
discuss the capture of nectar by bees, the true influence of the
micro-structures of the tongue is still questioned and a physical
model describing quantitatively the fluid capture by nectarivores
remains to be designed.

In this paper, we will address these specific problems by study-
ing in details the collect of nectars by a single species, Bombus
terrestris. The studied species has been chosen for its polylectic
character, ı.e., bees that collect nectar and pollen from the flowers
of a variety of unrelated plants13. The advantage of focusing the
study on a non-specialized species is to avoid exotic tongue mor-
phologies resulting from a specific co-evolution of flowers and
bees14. Our study is based on the analysis of videos of bumble-
bees ingesting nectars of various viscosities and a detailed physi-
cal study of the viscous dipping for smooth and structured rods.
The quantitative comparison of biological data with predictions
of the physical model should help to derive a novel perspective
about nectar capture.

2 Experimental Section

Bumblebees

We study Bombus terrestris audax. The worker bumblebees come
from a colony bought to Biobest firm (Westerlo, Belgium). The
colony was kept at the temperature of 27◦C and humidity of 65-
70%15. They were fed every two days with pollen candies and a
sweet solution imitating the nectar (Biogluc pink R©) is provided
to them ad libitum.

Video recording of nectar capture

The experimental setup for observing the drinking process is
based on a previously reported protocol16: before beginning the
observation of the drinking process, bumblebees were starved at
the room temperature in the dark from 2 to 4 hours. Then, the

Table 1 Dimensions of the structures. Ri,d,D and H represent the inner
diameter of the rod, the width of a pillar, the gap between pillars and the
depth of the microstructure, respectively. All lengths are given in mm.

Name Ri D H d
A 4.82 1.2 1.2 1.2
B 4.82 1.6 1.2 1.2
C 4.82 2.4 1.2 1.2
D 4.82 1.2 1.6 1.2
E 4.82 1.2 2.4 1.2
F 4.82 1.2 4.8 1.2
G 4.82 1.2 1.2 1.6
H 4.82 1.2 1.2 2.0
I 4.82 1.2 1.2 2.4

bumblebee is transferred into the holding tube which is a cen-
trifuge tube of 15 mL with a 4 mm hole at the tip (Figure 1B).
After a habituation phase of 3 minutes, the extension of the pro-
boscis is motivated by presenting a drop of a solution of diluted
honey. Finally, a capillary tube within a sweet solution of known
viscosity (from 10−3 to 0.3 Pa.s) is presented to the bumblebee.
The experiments are filmed by a camera Logitech C920, up to 30
frames per second.

Physical model of the viscous dipping process

During experiments performed on smooth rods of diameter d (1
mm < d < 6.9 mm) and on structured rods, the thickness of
dragged fluid was followed over time via the measurement of the
total mass of the fluid entrained on the rod. Fluids (silicon oil)
of viscosity, η , of 0.5, 1 and 5 Pa.s were tested with withdrawal
rates between 1 and 40 mm/s. The structured rods have been
made by 3D printing via the company Sculpteo. The intern diam-
eter, Ri, the gap between pillars, D, depth of the structure, H, and
thickness of a ridge, d, of the different structures are compiled in
the Table 1.

3 Results and discussion
Dynamics of nectar capture

To validate a physical model relating the nectar flow rate to the
bumblebee’s tongue characteristics, we need relevant values of
ingestion rates Q, determining the energy-intake rates. For this
purpose, we recorded videos of bumblebees (Bombus terrestris)
capturing artificial nectars of different sugar content, i.e., differ-
ent viscosities (see Experimental Section for details). The fluid is
contained in a capillary tube of 1mm diameter (Figure 1B). The
evolution of the meniscus with time (Figure 1C) reveals small pe-
riodic variations related to the periodic movement of the tongue.
After a short adaptation time, the curves become very regular,
both in time and volume (with deviations less than 20%). Analy-
sis of the meniscus displacement yields the average lapping rate ν

and the average captured volume for each lap v0 for different nec-
tar viscosities spanning three orders of magnitude (Figure 1D).
From these data, the ingestion rate Q ∼ ν v0 can be computed.
Counterintuitively, the ingestion rate does not depend upon the
fluid viscosity (Figure 1E). The velocity of the tongue and the
ingestion rate are thus not determined by the viscosity. These ob-
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Fig. 1 A. Glossa and labial palpae (l.p.) of Bombus terrestris with a detail of the setae structure (scale bar: 400µm). B. Time sequence images of the
collect of nectar by a bumblebee. The bumblebee is maintained in an opened holding tube placed close to a capillary tube of 1mm diameter containing
the sugary solution. The evolution of the position of the meniscus on the capillary tube allows us to determine the quantity of captured solution (scale
bar: 5 mm). C. Evolution of the volume of the solution with time in the capillary tube. The inset shows a close-up of the same graph. D. Lapping rate (in
green) and captured volume by lap (in red) for different fluid viscosities (4 to 7 different bees for each viscosity). E. Ingestion rate for different viscosities.
Our measurements correspond to the blue dots. Data from the literature appears as crosses 4. The dashed black line represents the evolution of the
ingestion rate following the LLD law calculated with a constant lapping rate.

servations contradict the constant power output hypothesis at the
basis of the first proposed model6, with Q ∝ η−1/6. These authors
consider that, whatever the viscosity, the work per unit time re-
quired to overcome the viscous friction, or equivalently the power
output is constant. For clarity, we briefly recall the main process of
the previous analysis. The muscular power required to overcome
the viscous drag should be given by Ẇ ∼ ηV 2L, where V and L are
respectively the velocity and the length of the tongue.Considering
a constant power output imposes that the lapping rate decreases
with the viscosity according a ν ∼ V/L ∝ η−1/2 power law6. In-
stead, our experiments show that the lapping rate is found to be
constant for a very large range of viscosities. It should be noted
that our data are in close agreement with those previously re-
ported in the literature4.

The logical consequence of this observation is rather unex-
pected. It clearly indicates that, during a short period of adapta-
tion lasting less than 1s (the grey zone in Figure 1C), the bumble-
bees are able to adjust the retraction force to the viscosity of the
nectar. Such an adaptative behavior is supported by a previous
study showing that bees prefer warmer and less viscous nectar,
regardless of sugar concentration17. Hummingbirds have a sweet
taste perception18 but this observation suggests that bumblebees
have a viscosity perception. Moreover high learning abilities have
already been prove for honey bees and bumblebees19,20. This
raises a fundamental question: What does determine the lapping
frequency if it is not the muscle power ? We could only suggest
hypothesis. For instance, limiting the captured nectar volume be-

low the maximum amount they can swallow is an issue of sur-
vival21.

As a first try, we amended the model previously proposed by
Kim et al.6 by replacing the constant power assumption by the
observed constant lapping rate. As they suggested, the volume of
nectar per lap can be estimated by considering a Landau-Levich-
Derjaguin, LLD, mechanism22,23. The thickness of fluid dragged
during the retraction is determined by the bees tongue radius
R and the capillary number, Ca = (ηV/γ) through the relation
h ∼ RCa2/3 ∼ R(ηV/γ)2/3, which suggests that the ingestion rate
follows Q ∼ RhV ∝ η2/3. As shown in Figure 1E, this law is in
complete contradiction with the observed constant volume per
lap, lapping rate and ingestion rate. Neither the independence
with the viscosity nor the absolute values of Q, much higher than
the predictions, are compatible with this model.

How could we thus explain the constant volume per lap for
viscosities spanning three orders of magnitude ? The severe in-
consistency of the previous model clearly suggests that we should
discard the proposed LLD hypothesis and test other processes. In
the following, we build a physical model of viscous dipping taking
into account the influence of the micro-structures that decorate
the bumblebees’ tongue (Figure 1A).

Viscous dipping with micro-structured rods

Considering the shape of the tongue (i.e., a stalk coated with
sub-millimetric hairy papillae), the collect of nectar by bumble-
bees can be mimicked as the dipping of thin rods decorated with
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Fig. 2 A. Images sequence recorded during the withdrawal of a smooth rod (R = 2.41 mm, η = 5 Pa.s and V = 40 mm/s). B. Evolution of the mass
of dragged fluid over time. C. Time evolution of the normalized thickness of dragged fluid during the drainage stage (normalized time tnorm = (tγ/Lη)

where γ, L and η are respectively the surface tension, the immersed length and the fluid viscosity). The solid line represents a t−1/2 power law. D.
Evolution of the normalized maximal thickness of collected fluid with the capillary number, Ca (C is equal to lc/R for thick/thin rods). Green squares:
thin rods (R < lc); Red triangles: Thick rods (R > lc) and Black circles: previously reported data for plates 29,30. The red and blue dashed line represent
respectively a slope of 2/3 and 1/2.

regular micro-structures in a fluid of controlled viscosity. A few
works were devoted to the influence of micro-structures on the
viscous dipping with plates24–26. From the study of sanded glass
plates, Krechetnikov et al. showed that, depending on the rough-
ness σR and the thickness of the film of fluid h, three regimes
can be defined: i) for σR � h, the roughness does not produce
any observable effect and can be neglected, ii) For σR � h, the
liquid essentially fill the cavities, the fluid thickness becomes in-
dependent of Ca (drag becomes negligible), and iii) the inter-
mediate regime, σR ∼ h, where both contributions are compara-
ble. The fluid flow at the rough interface is perturbed and can
be described by considering a slippage length at the solid-fluid
interface24. Seiwert et al. extensively studied viscous dipping
with silicon wafers decorated with regular arrays of micromet-
ric pillars25. They also observed the three regimes first proposed
by Krechetnikov, and suggest a model with two viscosities. In
fact, the flow within the forest of pillars, that could be related
to a wicking of the micro-structure, is replaced in the model by
a layer of very large viscosity. They suggest that it is possible
to consider separately the contributions from the roughness and
from the drag, h(Ca) = h0 +hdrag(Ca). More recently, Nasto et al.
reported the viscous dipping of plates coated with regular arrays
of millimetric pillars. They showed that, for the studied range
of experimental parameters, the final amount of dragged fluid
is essentially determined by the drainage dynamics of the fluid
trapped in the microstructure during the retraction time26.

Unfortunately, none of these studies investigate experimental

conditions close to these estimated for the capture of nectars by
bumblebees, i.e., large capillary numbers, 0.01 < Ca < 1 and a
rod-like geometry with submillimetric decorations3,4. Studies re-
ported by Krechetnikov et al.24 and Seiwert et al.25 focused on
plates and very small capillary numbers, Ca < 10−2. Nasto et al.
described the drainage of plates coated with large millimetric pil-
lars26. The micro-structures on the tongue of Bombus terrestris
are only spaced by 20 µm (Figure 1A), much smaller than the
capillary length. In this case, capillary forces prevent any fluid
drainage from the structure. We thus investigate viscous dipping
with structures trying to mimic bee’s tongues. Unfortunately, the
hairy structure formed by an array of very elongated papillae is
very difficult to produce by 3D printing. Instead we chose to use
simpler shapes, reminiscent of honey spoons, i.e., rods of finite
length, different radius and decorated with periodic structure of
valleys and ridges, keeping a radial symmetry. At first sight, these
micro-structured rods seem to be far from the hairy structures
observed for bumblebees but they appear to be helpful to derive
the general rules governing capture of fluid with rods of complex
shape.

Smooth rods. First, we study the fluid capture with smooth
rods to investigate the influence of the radius. As shown in Fig-
ure 2 A and B, the withdrawal of a rod immersed in a viscous fluid
involves the drag of fluid immediately followed by a drainage
process. For ease of comparison with the theory, the measured
mass of fluid is converted into a thickness, through the relation
M ∼ ρRhL with R the radius of the rod and L the immersed dis-
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tance. As previously shown, the dynamics of drainage is deter-
mined by a balance of gravity, i.e., the driving force, with a dis-
sipative force dominated by the viscous flow in the dragged fluid
layer. As shown in Figure 2C, it is adequately described by the
scaling relation, h/lc ∼ (ηL/γ)1/2 t−1/2, (with the capillary length
lc = (γ/ρg)1/2), obtained by considering volume conservation and
the Stokes equation27,28.

When considering the collect of fluid by animals, the most rel-
evant parameter is the maximum amount of nectar that could
be obtained per lap. In Figure 2D, the maximum fluid thick-
ness computed from the mass at maximum is plotted versus the
capillary number for various radii. The data reported by Seiw-
ert et al.29 and Maleki et al.30 for the viscous dipping of plates
at low capillary numbers (Ca < 0.1) were added for clarity. For
plates, previous studies showed that the evolution of fluid thick-
ness with Ca can be described by two asymptotic regimes. At low
Ca, the LLD relationship h ∼ lcCa2/3 fully determines the thick-
ness22. Above a critical capillary number Ca∗, a transition to-
wards a gravity dominated regime characterized by the relation
h ∝ Ca1/2 is observed23. For rods, the situation is slightly more
complex. At low Ca, all data for plates and rods collapse on a
single master curve. For high Ca however, the fluid thicknesses
measured for various rods collapse on two different curves, de-
pending on their radius. For thin rods, R < lc, the fluid thickness
follows the classical h ∝ Ca2/3 LLD relationship. For thick rods,
R > lc, the rods behave in the same way as plates, with a tran-
sition towards a gravity dominated regime with h ∝ Ca1/2. The
occurence of two regimes for the same range of Ca can be ra-
tionalized by considering a change of the relevant length-scale,
lc vsR. Thick rods, R > lc, can be considered as plates. We should
thus have to explain: i) the transition from capillary to gravity
dominated regimes observed for plates and thick rods, and ii) the
disappearance of this transition for thin rods.

The transition between two asymptotic behaviors at a critical
capillary number was previously reported for plates23, and cor-
responds to a switch from a Laplace pressure dominated to a hy-
drostatic dominated regimes. The difference in dynamics results
from a change in the pressure gradient term in the Stokes equa-
tion, η∇2V = ∇P. In the capillary regime, ∇P ∼ γκ/`, where κ, `

are the curvature of the static meniscus and the length of the dy-
namic meniscus. The assumption that dynamic curvature should
be equal to the static one, κ ∼ 1/lc ∼ h/`2, finally gives the LLD
relationship h ∼ lcCa2/3. In the gravity dominated regime, also
called Derjaguin regime31, ∇P∼ ρg which immediately gives the
relation h∼ lcCa1/2. The gravity regime appears when ρg` > γ/lc,
i.e. when Ca > 1 in agreement with our observations for thick
rods (Figure 2D).

The disappearance of the transition for thin rods can also be
rationalized from the derivation of the LLD model. For rods, there
are two limiting cases for defining the mean curvature : i) κ ' 1/R
which yields the relation h∼ RCa2/3, this corresponds to the rod-
like regime; or ii) κ ' 1/lc, giving the relation h ∼ lcCa2/3, we
name this regime plate-like. The transition between these two-
regimes corresponds to R ' lc. For thin rods, the Ca1/2 gravity
regime only appears when ρg` > γ/R. This condition requires
that Ca > Ca∗ ∼ (lc/R)6. In most cases, this condition cannot be

fulfilled and this regime is not observed (for instance, it should
appear for Ca > 200 for the thin rods used here).

Structured rods. For studying the influence of the micro-
structure, we used thick rods corresponding to the visco-
gravitational regime, h ∝ Ca1/2. While keeping a radial symmetry,
various sizes of micro-structures were used, they are summarized
in Table 1. The most obvious difference observed with structured
rods with respect to their smooth counterparts appears during
the drainage (Figure 3 B). The drainage dynamic does not follow
anymore the t−1/2 power law but instead asymptotically tends to-
ward a constant value characterized by the size and geometry of
the rod. This tendency can be related to the fluid trapped in the
micro-structure by capillary forces that cannot be drained.

The presence of micro-structures on the rods raises several fun-
damental questions regarding the capture of viscous fluid. How
to quantitatively analyse the viscous drag for such heterogeneous
system ? How to define the thickness of dragged fluid ? What is
the influence of valleys and ridges on viscous forces ?

Unfortunately, there is no obvious way to analyse the amount
of fluid collected through viscous drag for such complex shapes.
Nevertheless, to be consistent with the results obtained for
smooth rods, we choose to convert the mass of fluid as an effec-
tive thickness, defined by the relation M ∼ ρRiLhe f f , with Ri the
internal radius of the structured rod and L the immersed distance.
Interestingly, this effective thickness takes into account both the
depth and density of ridges/valleys within a single parameters.
The relevance of this particular choice will become clear later.
The evolution of the effective thickness with the capillary number,
Figure 3C, shows drastic deviations with respect to smooth rods.
Instead of a master plot with all curves collapsing, well-separated
curves are observed for the different structures. To rationalize
these seemingly disparate curves, we follow the methodology pre-
viously reported24,25 and estimate the thickness from two contri-
butions : i) the first one is related to fluid trapped in the micro-
structure, h0; ii) the second contribution arises from the fluid car-
ried away by the viscous drag, hdrag. As suggested by Kretch-
nikov24, this procedure, consisting in compiling two asymptotic
behaviors, is relevant considering the global evolution of the ef-
fective thickness with Ca. For small Ca, the viscous forces are neg-
ligible, only the fluid trapped in the structures is carried away and
the thickness is independent of Ca. For large Ca, the viscous forces
become so large that we can neglect the trapped fluid, the curves
become closer to the h/lc ∼Ca1/2 law observed for smooth rods.
The effective thickness of fluid wrapping the rod should then be
given by, he f f = h0 + hdrag where h0 depends on the size and ge-
ometry of the micro-structure. To test this model, we measure h0

from raw data by eliminating the dynamic part of the thickness,
through the relation h0 = he f f − lcCa1/2. As shown in Figure 3D,
the measured trapped fluid thickness is in agreement with the
h0 estimated from the geometrical characteristics of the micro-
structures, h0theo = h(d/(D+d)). Conversely, the contribution re-
lated to viscous drag, hdrag, can be obtained from he f f by subtract-
ing the trapped fluid thickness, h0. Figure 3E shows that the fluid
carried away from the viscous forces for these structured rods fol-
low quantitatively the same law than smooth rods, h/lc ∼Ca1/2.
However, when approaching a critical capillary number, Ca∗S, the
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Fig. 3 A. Images sequence recorded during the withdrawal of a structured rod (’A’ rod, Ri = 2.41 mm, h=d=D= 1.2 mm), η = 5 Pa.s and V = 40 mm/s).
B. Time evolution for mass of captured fluid per immersed length unit. C. Evolution of the effective thickness of collected fluid with the capillary number.
The dotted black line represents the data observed for smooth thick rods. D. Comparison of measured and calculated trapped fluid h0. Inset: evolution
of h0 with Ca for the different structures. E. Plot of the dragged thickness contribution hdrag with the capillary number. Dotted lines represent theoretical
predictions for structured rods. The solid line corresponds to smooth rods. F. Plot of the measured critical capillary number Ca∗S versus the calculated
value (h0theo/lc)2 (see text).
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contribution related to the viscous drag vanishes as illustrated by
the drastic deviations observed at low Ca for the curves of Fig-
ure 3E. This critical capillary number Ca∗S associated to the tran-
sition from trapped to viscous dominated regimes can be defined
by considering that h0 = hdrag, which yields Ca∗S ∼ (h0/lc)2. The
agreement between measured and calculated Ca∗S gives an addi-
tional support to the proposed separation of contribution to de-
scribe the fluid drag of structured rods (Figure 3F). It should also
be noted that there is no flow perturbations related to any interfa-
cial slippage due to the structures detected in the measurements.
Considering the previous studies24,25,32, this can be explained by
considering that i) in contrast to previous works on arrays of pil-
lars, the fluid is here completely trapped in the structures (due
to the “honey spoon” shape of the rods); ii) the observed fluid
thicknesses are millimetric and probably larger than the slippage
length.

Application of the model to bumblebees

The proposed physical model based on structured rods could
be easily transposed to bumblebees to get the volume per lap
(v0 ∼RLh, with R,L the radius and length of the tongue). Figure 4
shows the evolution of the effective thickness of captured nectar
with the capillary number. To apply the model to bumblebees, we
should first determine the corresponding regime (gravitational vs
capillary and trapped vs drag) by comparing the capillary num-
bers to the critical ones. Regarding the transition between cap-
illarity and gravity dominated regimes, the tongue of the stud-
ied bumblebees corresponds to a thin rod, R' 0.1mm, decorated
with flexible papillae of length, h0 ' 0.15mm. First, these data
yields very large critical capillary number, Ca∗ ∼ (lc/R)6 = 106.
Bumblebees thus always collect the nectar in the capillary dom-
inated regime. Secondly, we have shown that a transition from
trapped to viscous dominated regimes appears for a critical cap-
illary number. Its expression must be adapted to the bumblebees’
characteristics. Considering that h0 = hdrag ∼ RCa2/3, we obtain
Ca∗S ∼ (h0/R)3/2 ' 1.9. The operating range of capillary numbers
for bumblebees ranges between 10−2 < Ca < 0.1, we could as-
sume that the collected nectar is essentially located in the micro-
structure, the amount of nectar taken by the viscous drag being
negligible. As shown in Figure 4, the predictions of the physical
model is quantitatively in agreement with the values measured
for living bumblebees without any fitting parameter. Finally, the
trapping of the nectar within the papillae is only the first stage
of the collect of nectar by bumblebees. Once the tongue is filled
with nectar and retracts, the nectar is unloading in a tube formed
by labial palpae (Figure 1A). The loaded tongue is squeeze by
labial palpae acting like a wedge and the nectar is sucked into
the mouth by action of the pharyngeal pump33. The collect of
nectar for bumblebees can be viewed as a “mopping-squeezing”
mechanism.

4 Conclusions

In conclusions, this study gives a new insight into the interaction
of viscous fluid with structured solid objects. We have rational-
ized viscous dipping for unexplored experimental conditions, i.e.

Fig. 4 Evolution of normalized thickness of nectar collected by bumble-
bees (blue circles) or bats (red circles, data reported in 34) with the cap-
illary number. The black solid line corresponds to the law expected for
smooth rods (R = 0.1mm) and the dashed lines represent the predictions
of the new model for bumblebees (blue) or bats (red).

millimetric rods decorated with micro-structures of radial sym-
metry. The assumption that it is safe to describe the dragged
fluid with two independent contributions: one related to the fluid
trapped in the micro-structure, and the other from the fluid car-
ried away by the viscous drag, is validated from our experiments.
Regarding the behavior of bumblebees, in contrast to previous
studies, this quantitative work demonstrates that viscous dipping
(dark line on the Figure 4) is not the dominant mechanism used
by bumblebees to capture nectar. This clearly justifies the evo-
lutionary purpose of the hairy micro-structure of papillae found
at the tongue tip for many bees (Figure 1A). Finally, the pro-
posed physical model could probably be adapted to other animal
species. For instance, some bats also capture nectar by using erec-
tile papillae forming a hairy structured tongue. As we can see in
Figure 4, the predictions of the proposed model are compatible
with the thickness of the dragged nectar measured for bats34.
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